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On the Elastic Constants of Polycrystalline Argont 
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ABSTRACT 

A recent calculation of the cxplieit temperatura depen dence of the quosi. 
harmonic second·orde r elas tic constan ts of the f. c.c. la ttice with arbitrary 
nearest·neighbow· central forces is used to eal c:ulato the bulk modulus, poly. 
crys ta lline shear modulus and tho polycrystalline longitudinal wave velocity 
for argon. The numerical calcu lations are based on a ::Ilia-Lennord- Jonos 
(12·6) p otentia l and eO\'er the range O< T;S60oK. Thcro is r easonable 
agreoment with a\'oi lable experimental d at a. At the highest temperatures 
compa rison of the theoretical and experimental bulk modulus suggest,s that 
higher order anh a rmonic effects ma~' be impor tant for solid orgon. 

§ 1. I"TRoDUCTION 
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Ix the last few years a considerable number of experiments have been 
carried out on rare-gas solids and many of these experiments have been 
on polyerystalline samples. For example, Jones and Sparkes (1964) 
measured the resonant frequency of torsiona.l vibration of a suspended 
polycrystaUine rod of argon between 18 and 65°1'. They were able to 
derive th e t emperature dependence of the shear modulus (01' equivaJently 
thc tranSYerse \\'ave velocity) ofthe polycrystal by normalizing their data to 
the earlier measurements of Barker and Dobbs (1 955). Lawrence and 
Neale (1965) obtained values for the polycrystalline longitudinal \\'ave 
yelocit)' at t emperatures between 54 and 83°K using a diffraction of light. 
technique. The isot.hermal bulk modulus ha s beenmeasurcd at 4'2GoK by 
Peterson cl al. (1966) and a t 77'7 °K by Urvas e[ al. (19 67), by studying the 
Yar iat.ioll in the crystal lattice paramcier with applied helium pressure. 
:'I101'e recently, nIoeller and Squire (1966) and Gsiinger ct al. (1967 ) haye 
reported single erystaJ ,,'ave yelocities. 

In ol'dcr'to calculate the elastic properties of argon ,\'e need to know th e 
int era tomi c for ceR in the solid. 'While t.hcre is no doubt that l.he domill ant. 
forces in the solid are of the central t,,'o-body type, there is increasing evi
dence (see, for example, t.he Faraday Society DiscuRsion on Intermolecular 

t This paper is based, in part, on a thesis submitted by C. Feldman to th e 
Physics Drpartlll rnt of Rut gcrs UniYer:;ity in parLinl fulfilment of t.he require. 
ments for the degrce of Doct·or of Ph ilosophy. 
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